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Executive Summary
eB2B refers to online transactions between businesses through online sale
portals.This report aims at giving a detailed insight of eB2B and its different
components while also depicting its value chain and way it is evolving into a full
blown ecosystem. The report looks at the eB2B landscape of AMA and LatAm
regions (10 countries) to portray eB2B models and how it is evolving in emerging
markets. The global eB2B market was valued at USD 6.64 trillion in 2020,
projected to grow at a CAGR of 18.7% from 2021 to 2028.*
eB2B is an excellent way to boost company eﬃciency and effectiveness,
empowering numerous Consumer Packaged Good (CPG) companies to reinvent
trade channels with digital channels. Asia alone covers approximately 80% of the
global eB2B market.* It is interesting that every country has its own eB2B model
based on the population's digital maturity and conditions of local retail
businesses.
eB2B in grocery/CPG is evolving into a model focused on credit for retailers and
increased market penetration for CPG players. In countries where digital adoption
has not yet reached the grassroots level, eB2B players frequently provide
ﬁnancial incentives to community-based retailers.
eB2B has facilitated small retailers to reap beneﬁts like convenient credit terms
(invoice ﬁnancing), lucrative replenishment offers for inventory (loyalty programs
& dynamic pricing), and supply of popular SKUs (eﬃcient logistics). Suppliers
gain access to larger number of retailers, and information sources that help
target more precisely, while improving product innovation capabilities.
This report examines the eB2B ecosystem and highlights various players and
functions critical to the success of eB2B systems. Some countries are found to
have a more developed ecosystem, with multiple potential partners for each
component of the value chain. Whereas, certain countries may require a push
from a global organizations to develop a mechanism capable of propelling the
entire industry forward.
This report aims to assist companies in developing an eB2B channel strategy
that will enable them to expand their retailer cov erage in the AMA and LatAM

regions with suitable partnerships.

Data Source: *Grandview Research.com, *Statista.com
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About the Report
The report extensively highlights the eB2B landscape and ecosystem
of 10 countries belonging to AMA & LATAM regions. Each section of
the report is speciﬁcally crafted for respective countries, along with 2
representative spidermaps for each country - eB2B Landscape and
eB2B value-chain.
eB2B Landscape spidermap: This spidermap covers all the companies
that provide a platform to order B2B groceries, along with details
regarding fundings and scale of operations of the companies.
eB2B Value Chain spidermap: This spidermap lists all elements
necessary to have an eB2B channel, and representative companies
along the value chain of eB2B.
Value Chain of eB2B:
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About the Report (continued..)
● Platform: The platform should be compatible with all
requirements of suppliers and buyers with User Interface (UI),
enabling an easy onboarding process for even non-tech users.
A ﬂexible platform that can be modiﬁed as users mature and
become tech-savvy is imperative.
● Payment (POS): A payment system is an integral part of any
eCommerce solution. Features like pay later, subscription,
one-click payments, along with compatibility with all Digital
payment modes should be present.
● Logistics: Logistics should be tech-enabled to
transparency, eﬃciency and better user experience.

bring

● Retail Management System: It is critical for retailers to have a
digital system for eﬃcient inventory management, for better
insight on revenues, and visibility on sales of various SKUs.
● Credit: A sophisticated credit assessment, seamless
disbursement, and collection system will ensure a larger
coverage of retailers.
● Chatbot: A seamless customer experience goes a long way in
retention and increased GMV for any platform. A complete
issue redress mechanism is a mix of AI and voice enabled
chatbot with human interface.
● Loyalty Management: Loyalty and reward will enable retailers
to buy more and keep their stocks up.
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About the Report (continued..)
● Data Analytics: Any eCommerce platform generates a lot of data. A
smart Analytics tool integrated with the platform will extract valuable
insights for changes in business strategies.
● User Journey: This is a specialized ﬁeld to take user journey to highest
standards. The solutions in this ﬁeld may include AI-enabled user journey
mapping, vernacularization of the platform, platform delivering insights
on app ﬂow, personalization, product recommendations, providing
insights to the buyer, user-friendly onboarding process, augmented
platform search, seamless platform adoption, etc.
The countries covered in the report: The report covers 10 countries - India,
Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, UAE, Nigeria, Egypt, Morocco, Brazil, and
Mexico. While India, Indonesia, Nigeria, Vietnam, and UAE are represented by
individual spidermaps, others have been consolidated mainly because of the
very low number of eB2B players in these regions.
Below are the signiﬁcant highlights of this report
Raised by eB2B
Marketplaces in the Region

>$1.5B

$1.2B

Highest funding
raised by Udaan

Number of Startups
covered in the report

~220
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Number of Unicorns
covered in the report
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Why is eB2B Important?
Dynamic pricing

Increased sales by
retailers

Fast-track & eﬃcient
order fulﬁllment

Increased loyalty of the
retailers

Eﬃcient inventory
management

Bigger shelf space

Better relationship
between retailers &
suppliers

Higher margins
Wider assortment of
goods

Economic Value to
Retailers

Credit Access to
Retailers

Process Optimization

E-commerce is the
“channel of the future”

Flexible Ordering

Analytics for insights

Ensures companies are
ready for future, where
more users buy online

Convenience of
ordering anytime
ensures more orders

Data-led insights on
consumers, sales,
wallet share & new
products

Small businesses
become eﬃcient and
ready to compete with
high frequency stores

Easier to push new
products and larger
coverage of new
stores and market

Enables touchless
sales & cashless
transactions

Flexibility to allow
different customers
to select different
pricing

Hyper-local consumer
touchpoint for large
companies
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Case studies: Shikhar & Mondelez

eB2B Case Studies

1. HUL, Shikhar

“The HUL of the future will be a web of
intelligent ecosystems — the consumer
ecosystem, customer ecosystem,
operations ecosystem with data,
technology, and analytics at the heart of
it.”
-

“E-commerce players offer

Sanjiv Mehta, CMD, HUL

2. MONDELEZ
INTERNATIONAL

brand-owners a number of levers to
build the brands. That's what I refer to
as the ecosystem, that actually drive
brand growth.”

-

Ganesh Kashyap, Former Global
Head of Ecommerce, Mondelez
International
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Shikhar: HUL’s eB2B App

3 Lakh Retailers Onboarded on the App
1
Data Analytics
Recommendations to
retailers on what to stock
in order to improve sales
2
Credit Access
Integrated with SBI’s
YONO for easy credit
access

3
Strength to Ecosystem
UPI based payment from
retailers to distributor;
enabling technology adoption

User Experience

App Features

●
●
●
●
●
●

Retailer self- service
Information transparency
Convenient Tracking
Product information
●
Customer Engagement
User friendly interface

●
●
●
●
●
●

Order Best Selling
Packs
New Arrival Section
Buy on Credit
View all Orders
Raise Return Request
Refer & Earn

Other eB2B initiatives of Unilever:
➔
➔
➔

Compra Agora in Brazil : B2B marketplace owned by Unilever (serves 20% of Unilever’s sales)
Partnership with Gojek in Indonesia: Launching eB2B marketplace, Gotoko
Partnership with Alibaba in China : for B2B online ordering and payments
10

Mondelez Targeting $1B in eB2B Revenue

eB2B Push to Generate Bigger Orders from Online Retailers

1
Ecommerce Growth
Ecommerce revenue growth from
less than 1% to 5% in 4 years

2
Social Media
Retailers participation in
social media campaigns

3
“Buy Now”
130 retailers in 25 markets
participate in the campaign

●

●

●

●

Dedicated
cross-functional team
to strategize and
execute e-commerce
plan
Hiring experts in data
analytics & digital
marketing
Using social media to
generate more
e-commerce sales
Develop closer ties to
the distributors and
retailers that sell snack
brands

eB2B Initiatives

●

●

“Buy Now” buttons on
Mondelez online
content on social
media redirecting to
select online retailers
Ecommerce partner ChannelSight
(Founded: 2013,
Funded: $13.8M)

Social Media
Campaign
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eB2B Landscape
10 Countries Highlighted in the
Report

1.INDIA

2. INDONESIA

6. EGYPT

7. BRAZIL

3. NIGERIA

8. MOROCCO

4. VIETNAM

9. PHILIPPINES

5. UAE

10. MEXICO
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eB2B Platforms

A spidermap of all eB2B companies in AMA & LatAM regions

eB2B

Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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1.

INDIA

Trends & Drivers

● E-commerce market is expected to grow to US$ 200 billion by
2026*
● Tier 2 and smaller cities are still underserved
● 100% FDI in ecommerce & B2B ecommerce
● Most startups provide end-to-end solutions
○ Working capital loan & logistics (directly or in partnerships)
● Rising digital literacy
● Shift in customer expectations

*ibef.org
Spidermap Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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INDIA

Udaan $1.2B

Investors

900 cities
3M users; 25000 sellers

Microsoft Accelerator Bangalore,
Altimeter Capital, Citi Ventures, DST
Global, Footpath Ventures, GGV Capital,
Hillhouse Capital Group, Lightspeed
India Partners, Tencent Holdings,
Trustroot Internet, Lightspeed Venture
Partners, Yuri Milner

Jumbotail $50.6M

Investors

2016 | udaan.com

2019 | jumbotail.com
Bengaluru, Mysuru,
Tumkur & Hyderabad
30,000 users

Shopx $56.4M
2015 | shopx.in
460 towns & cities
180K users

ShopKirana $12M
2015 | shopkirana.com
12,000 retailers

Nexus Venture Partners, BNK Ventures,
Capria Ventures, Hedgewood, Heron
Rock Fund, Kalaari Capital, William
Jarvis

Investors
Fung Strategic Holdings, Kewal Nohria,
Rajesh Ranavat, Sandhya Ranavat,
Nandan Nilekani

Investors
Incubate Fund, Lead Angels Network,
Gemba Capital, AET Fund, Akatsuki,
Better Capital, Info Edge, NPTK
Emerging Asia Fund, Anil Gelra, Atul
Jain, Jaikumar Nair
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Gramfactory $1M
2018 | gramfactory.com
Delhi & NCR

StoreKing $21.5M

Investors
Amit Lakhotia, Amrish Rau, BEENEXT,
Chandan Joshi, Joshua Kurian, Nilmani
Gautam, Ranjan Kant, Tracxn labs

Investors
Axiata, Mangrove Capital Partners

2011 | storeking.in
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, Goa,
Maharashtra, Telangana

Taikee $23.6M

Investors

10 major cities

Chiratae Ventures, Equanimity
Investments, Inventus Capital, Unilever
Ventures, Brun Raschle, HDFC Bank,
Indian Angel Network, CESC Ventures,
SenseAI Ventures, Inventus Capital
Partners

MaxWholesale $5M

Investors

2010 | taikee.in

12,000 retailers

Indian Angel Network, Maple Capital
Advisors, Abhinav Grover, Al Falaj
Investment Company, Ambarish
Raghuvanshi, Siddharth Bindra, Ridhish
Talwar

Smerkato

Investors

2016 | maxwholesale.com

Not funded

2016 | maxwholesale.com
Karnataka, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh and
Tamil Nadu
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BigBasket $1.1B
2011 | bigbasket.com
Acquired by
Tata Digital

BUbusiness $21.5M

Investors
Trifecta Capital Advisors, Ascent
Capital, Bessemer Venture Partners,
LionRock Capital, Brand Capital, Helion
Venture Partners, Mirae Asset-Naver
Asia Growth Fund, Alibaba Group, CDC
Group, Mirae Asset Venture Investment,
Abraaj Group, International Finance
Corporation, Sands Capital Ventures,
Paytm Mall, IFC Venture Capital Group,
Sands Capital Management, Zodius
Capital

Investors
Not Invested

2021 | bubusiness.in
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eB2B Business Model Highlights: India

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

Owns all the components in
the entire value chain
○ Logistics: Udaan
Express
○ Lending: Udaan
Capital (NBFC)
○ Payment: UdaanPay
(UPI-based payments
app)
Interest rate 15% — 18%
(credit ranges from INR10k
- INR 2L)
Also sources OEMs from
China (apparel,
smartphones & electronics)

Interface in 7 languages
Assistive tool to guide
users in their preferred
language
Consumer app to browse
brands available at a store,
and order directly. The shop
acts as pick-up center
Credit options from
FlexiLoans and CapitalFloat
Uses unorganized surface
transport to take the goods
to remote areas
Partnership with Fedex and
BlueDart for warehousing
Last mile done by local
distribution partners to cut
down the need of recruiting
delivery boys & owning
vehicles

●

●

●
●

●

●

JumboFarm, private
label for staples
-contributing 15% of
sales
Provides Golden Eye,
Retail-as-a-Service with
fully integrated PoS
In-house supply chain
and logistics
Partnered with ﬁnancial
services companies for
credit and Fintech
platforms for payment
solutions.

Partnered with
SnapBizz to get orders
from retailers without
app
SnapBizz’s PoS
machine at the store
accounts for inventory
and BigBasket fulﬁlls
when it hits the average
'minimum base quantity'
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: India

Elements that fulﬁll India’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Spidermap Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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2.

INDONESIA

Trends & Drivers

●
●
●
●
●
●

Modern retail is rapidly grabbing market share from general trade
80% of the FMCG market is unorganized and is served by Warungs
(mom & pop stores)*
Most founders are ex-employees of successful startups (Flipkart,
Gojek, etc.)
Sampoerna (cigarette brand) launched SRC to help local stores &
Nestle launched Mitra Kami to help its store partners
Major challenges: credit availability (7% penetration), price and
product stockouts*
VC ﬂow in the country is on the rise

*Redseer
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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INDONESIA

Mitra Bukalapak

Investors in the Parent

Emtek Group, Shinhan Financial Group,
2018 | mitra.bukalapak.com 500 Startups, Ant Financial, GIC, Mirae
Asset-Naver Asia Growth Fund, STRIVE,
6M Retailers
Batavia Incubator, aucfan Co., IREP,
Microsoft, UBS Bank, SC Ventures

Parent Entity
Bukalapak $784M

Mitra Tokopedia

Investors in the Parent

Alibaba, Softbank, Beenos Partners,
2018 | mitra.tokopedia.com CyberAgent Capital, Google,
TAMASEK

300000 Retailers, 20 cities
Parent Entity
Tokopedia $2.8B

Warung Pintar $35.5M
2017 | warungpintar.co.id

SRC

Investors
SMDV, East Ventures, OVO Fund,
Pavilion Capital, Digital Garage, Line
Ventures, Agaeti Venture, Vertex
Ventures

Investors
Not funded

2019 | src.id
Parent Entity
Sampoerna
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Mitra Kami

Investors
No funded

2021
Parent Entity
Nestle Indonesia

Ula $30.5M

Investors

2021 | ula.app

Lightspeed India, B Capital, Sequoia,
Quona, 10K Ventures, Alter Global,
Saison Capital

Gudangada $35.9M

Investors

2018 | gudangada.com

Alpha JWC, Sequoia India, Wavemaker
Partners, Pavilion Capital

Gotoko $35.9M

Investors in the Parent

2020 | gotoko.co.id
Parent Entity
Gojek $5.3B

Telkomsel, Paypal, Facebook, Atlas
Paciﬁc Capital, Visa, Mutsubishi,
Pegasus Tech Ventures, Astra
International, Google, JD.com, Tencent,
KKR, Warburg Pincus, NSI Ventures,
Sequoia India, Northstar, Astra,
Blibli.com, Parallon, Siam Commercial
Bank, meituan.com, Capital Group
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Business Model Highlights: Indonesia

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Provides recommendations
to sell complementary or
similar products based on
the datasets (Market
Basket Analysis or MBA)
Also provides virtual
products such as pulsa
(mobile balance), electricity
tokens, etc.
Earns commission on each
transaction
Financial partners include
Bank Mandiri, Pegadaian,
DANA digital wallet, etc

Rp 1 million free inventory as the
initial fund to start the business
(smart kiosk)
The company lends assets - the kiosk
and technology equipment. If the
partners can’t perform within the
given time period, all assets are taken
back.
Equipment includes a surveillance
camera, unlimited WiFi, charging
station, prefab building, LCD TV, stove
& dispensers, mini refrigerator, and
digital system (slates) containing
applications for goods inventory,
sales and accounting ﬁgures, sales of
a ticket, phone credits, and electricity
tokens
100% of proﬁt, produced by selling the
products in a kiosk, goes to the
partner (kiosk owner)

●

●

●

●

●

Provides digital products electricity tokens, phone
credit, BPJS payments,
internet data, online game
vouchers
Tokopedia Center
introduces online
platforms to the public,
especially in rural areas.
Visitors get experience on
shopping online, paying
bills, purchasing plane
and train tickets, making
investments and provide
socialization and training
on how store owners can
develop their businesses
online

QR code is used as paying system
and for recording buying behavior
and ﬁnancial inclusion
The company also does promotional
activities, regular training and
mentoring for software applications,
ﬁnancial management as well as
stock recording
Warung Pintar partners with
Indonesia's Ministry of National
Development Training as an
intermediary to work together with the
Indonesian Economic Creative
Institution (BEKRAF) and Protection
Agency and the Indonesian
Manpower Placement (BNP2TKI)
Takes 2-3% of proﬁt by the installation
of advertising from each kiosk
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Indonesia

Elements that fulﬁll Indonesia’s eB2B business
models, along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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3. NIGERIA

Trends & Drivers

●
●

●
●
●

1.2 million informal retailers account for the 97% of Nigerian retail
sector*
Major Challenges:
○ Shift to online shopping (50% of shoppers chose new stores and
websites*);
○ Delivery logistics (Nigeria has the lowest road-to-population ratio
in Africa and declining)
Digital & impact focussed startups are on the rise in Africa
Lagos has a high-valued startup & tech ecosystem
OneAgrix is a Singapore-based B2B Halal digital platform

*Partech website & The Africa Report
Spidermap Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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NIGERIA

Trade Depot $13M
2016 | tradedepot.co
40K micro-retailers

One Kiosk Africa

Investors
IFC Venture, Partech, MSA Capital,
Women Entrepreneurs Finance Initiative
(We-Fi)

Investors
Not funded

2021 | onekioskafrica.com

Pricepally Undisclosed
2019 | pricepally.com

OneAgrix

Investors
Launch Africa, Samurai Incubate,
Greentec Capital Partners, Niche
Capital

Investors
Not funded

2018 | oneagrix.com
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Business Model Highlights: Nigeria

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Connects customers with
their local mom-and-pop
stores using geo-location
Store gets its own page or
catalogue to advertise their
goods
Orders are shipped from
stores by veriﬁed
independent drivers
Logistics partners include
Gokada and Bolt
Retail associations,
company membership
programmes, digital
marketing & ﬁeld reps to
assist with onboarding
Partnership with HUMBL,
U.S.-based mobile ﬁnancial
services provider for
contactless delivery

Central scheduling system: takes
the orders, identiﬁes distributor
locations, assesses each driver’s
available van capacity and
automatically schedules delivery
routes for each driver
Hyperlocal product discovery
system: each retailer only sees
products available for his speciﬁc
location listed at the applicable
prices
Retail execution tool: sales force in
the ﬁeld works oﬄine (due to
disruption in internet access)
Geo-tracking tools: monitor activity
in the ﬁeld to enable drivers to
optimize their routes

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Group buying platform
Connects retailers
directly with farmers,
manufacturers and
wholesalers, enabling
retailers to buy in bulk
at discounts
Individuals can open
new orders or join in
with existing orders
already placed
Shipment is delivered to
each customer or a
group destination

Mix of ﬁeld sales representatives
for customer acquisition and a
focused telesales team to drive
retention
Sales representatives go to the
ﬁeld, identify outlets, onboard them
onto the platform and support
them in using ordering platform
Retailers place orders using mobile
apps, Whatsapp, USSD short code
messaging or a toll-free phone
number
Owns ﬂeet of vans and tricycles
App enables order, payments, and
inventory management
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Nigeria

Elements that fulﬁll Nigeria’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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4. VIETNAM

Trends & Drivers

●

80% of Vietnam’s retail is small & medium retailers that serves 85% of
nation’s demand*

●

Rising middle class in the economy

●

Mobile penetration rate in the country is 70% *

●

The government has speciﬁc plans to move half of the population to
online buying in next 5 years

●

Government expects cashless online payments to make up half of the
e-commerce transactions in Vietnam by 2025

*Deloitte Report & The Business Times
Spoidermap Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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VIETNAM

Telio $26.5M
2018 | telio.vn

VinShop

Investors
GGV Capital, Tiger Global, Sequoia, RTP
Global, Surge

Investors
Not funded

2019 | vinshop.vn
40,000 mom-and-pop stores
Parent Entity
Vingroup (Largest Conglomerate
In Vietnam)

Kilo Undisclosed
2020 | kilo.vn

Bách Hoá Việt

Investors
500 startups, Goodwater Capital,
January Capital, 500 Fintech

Investors
Not funded

2020 | bachhoaviet.com
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Vietnam

Elements that fulﬁll Vietnam’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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5. UAE

Trends & Drivers

●

Dropshipping has become popular in recent years driven by AliExpress
and Shopify

●

With the recent government push to accelerate non-oil trade, tech &
innovation have become priority

●

Tradeling is a government-owned entity created to position Dubai as
the hub for smart B2B transactions

●

The government partners and supports trade routes and “Disruptive
Innovation”*

*dubai10x.ae
Spidermap Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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UAE

WeMENA

Investors
Hub71

2021 | wemena.com
1K+ retailers

MySupply

Investors
Not funded

2018 | mysupply.me

Tradeling
2019 | tradeling.com

Investors
Not funded
Government-owned entity

10K Buyers
25 countries

Retalio $9M
2020 | retailo.co
30K+ Retailers
Dubai, Karachi, Riyadh

bizbiz

Investors
Sharooq Partners, Abercross Holdings,
AgFunder, Arzan Venture Capital, 500
Startups, 92 Ventures,

Investors
Not funded

2006 | bizbiz.biz
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Business Model Highlights: UAE

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Marketplace for wholesalers
B2B platform for resellers
targeting housewives, out of
work individuals, freelancers
and students
Allows resellers to create their
own catalogue of products
Lends products and get paid
from the sale proceeds
Helping set-up arrangements
such as trade licence
Also facilitates social
commerce
Users receive access to a
series of tutorials on how to
use the platform
Partnership with Spotii for
‘Buy Now Pay Later’
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: UAEl

Elements that fulﬁll UAE’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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6.

7.

EGYPT

9. PHILIPPINES

BRAZIL

3. MOROCCO

10. MEXICO

Trends & Drivers

● The retail sector in these regions are primarily served by
unorganized traditional neighbourhood stores
● The infrastructure and presence of middlemen are primary
barriers for neighbourhood stores to run smooth operations
● As startup activity gradually rises, the ecosystem players (VCs,
accelerators & government) are helping entrepreneurs realise
their potential

Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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EGYPT
Investors

MaxAB $6.2M

4DX Ventures, 500 Startups, BECO
Capital, Endure Capital, Outlierz Ventues

2018 | maxab.io
22K retailers

Investors

Fatura $4M

Disruptech, Sawari Ventures, Arzan
Venture Capital, Egypt Ventures, EFG-EV,
Cairo Angels, Khwarizmi Ventures

2019
25,000 retailers

BRAZIL

Americanas

Investors
Not Funded

2018 | americanas.com.br
Parent Entity
B2W Digital (B3: BTOW3)

Compra Agora

Investors
Not Funded

2018 | americanas.com.br
200K retailers
Parent Entity
Unilever
37

MOROCCO
Investors

Chari Undisclosed

Orange Ventures, HnS Invest Holding

2020 | chari.ma
10K Retailers
Casablanca

Investors

WaystoCap $3.1M
2015 | waystocap.com

Battery Ventures, 4DX Ventures, Y
Combinator, Pioneer Fund, Outlierz
Ventures, Story Ventures, Neon Capital,
Amino Capital, Soma Capital

PHILLIPINES
Investors

GrowSari

Wavemaker Partners, JG Digital
Equity Ventures

2016 | growsari.com
100 cities
50K Stores

MEXICO

Mercado Mayco

Investors
Not Funded

2016 | mercadomayco.com
Experienced CPG Distributor
(30 years company)
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Business Model Highlights: Egypt & Philippines

●

●
●

●

Has different apps for
store owners to
purchase goods;
logistics for delivery
ﬂeet; and customer
support team
Has own ﬂeet of trucks
and warehouse
Just-in-case inventory:
3-4 days additional
inventory to
accommodate for
supplier unreliability
Revenue earned on
margins the buy to sell
price of the products,
working-capital ﬁnancing
and data-analytics
services

●

●
●

●

Fatura
●
●
●
●

●

Platform linking FMCG &
wholesalers to retailers
Has a network of
pre-vetted wholesalers
Does not manage the
inventory and logistics
Monitors the fulﬁllment
rates of suppliers and
their compliance with
the set delivery time, and
measures retailers’
satisfaction
Provides market
intelligence reports
available to FMCGs

Provides free next-day
delivery of goods to
stores
Also sells pre-paid
telco load
Does store media
management and runs
exclusive manufacturer
promotions
7-days credit line Paylater
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Egypt

Elements that fulﬁll Egypt’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Brazil

Elements that fulﬁll Brazil’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Morocco

Elements that fulﬁll Morocco’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Philippines

Elements that fulﬁll Philippine’s eB2B business
models, along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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eB2B Value Chain Spidermap: Mexico

Elements that fulﬁll Mexico’s eB2B business models,
along with example companies*

*These companies are merely examples, and not recommendations
Data Source: GrowthEnabler Analysis
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Key Takeaways

➔ Given the unorganised nature of retail stores, companies need to
constantly look at new digital ways to get closer to the retailers
and end-consumers.
➔ Growing Digital reach will create abundant amount of valuable
data. Organizations should analyse this data using advanced
analytics to draw insights that allow them to create better
experience and new products for competitive advantage.
➔ eB2B strategy should include partnership with marketplace to
bridge the customer experience gap, build larger coverage, have
better logistics, go hyperlocal.
➔ The eB2B channel created could be a multi-branded
marketplace or exclusive sales channel depending upon a
number of factors such as shelf space in the targeted stores,
better logistics in the targeted geographies, retail experience
and consumer behaviour and needs.
➔ All the 9 components (Platform, Payment, Logistics, Retail
Store Management, Credit, Chatbot, User Journey, and Data
Analytics) need to be implemented as part of a eB2B strategy,
especially in countries with low digital maturity as leaving out
even 1 component will result in long-term adoption challenges.
➔ Best way to succeed in an unclear digital future is to build a
DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM to Partner with, Procure from, and Invest
in (PPI) disruptive new-age technologies.
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Research Methodology
The GrowthEnabler proprietary research methodology analyzes the business
impact of disruptive technologies & digital innovations. We aim to capture
and assess the impact these technologies have as part of the larger
business ecosystem to enable executives to take informed business
decisions, through GrowthEnabler Personalised Intelligence Interface (GEPii)
platform.

1. Market Analysis
GrowthEnabler conducts extensive primary & secondary data analysis, using
proprietary pattern analysis techniques, web algorithms and scoring
methodologies to provide relevant market data, trends, industry analysis on
sub-sectors, technology areas, applications, industry landscapes and
competitors across Startup technology segments.

We gather large volumes of data through channels, including, databases,
reports, journals, interviews etc. Primary insights are gathered using surveys
from key business and technology leaders in corporate organisations,
investor groups, public sector entities and technology Startups.

2. Startup Technology Landscape Analysis

● Primary Data - Information is gathered through surveys, interviews and
company proﬁle information provided by Startups registered on the
GrowthEnabler Pii platform.
● Secondary Data - A team of Machine Learning and NLP experts scan
wide range of data sources including startup websites, news, industry
reports & investor portfolios validated by founder/s, CXOs, product
heads or other senior decision makers.
● Analysts Validation - A team of Analysts validate data while pro-actively
interacting with senior decision makers and cross-referencing against
business databases.
End of Report
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For more information:
Write to us at: info@growthenabler.com
or
Visit: www.growthenabler.com

